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“When they had arrived and gathered the [assembly] together, 
they began to report all things that God had done with them and how 
He had opened a door of faith to the Gentiles” (14:27). 

How significant would it be for all of these Jewish Believers in 
Jerusalem to be relayed the news of God radically transforming non-
Jewish people—and demonstrating great signs and miracles? Paul 
states in 1 Corinthians 1:22 how “Jews ask for signs” or “demand 
signs” (RSV), and here at the Jerusalem Council they would certainly 
be told of them. The news of such spiritual signs would confirm 
Peter’s word that the same Holy Spirit saves Jewish and non-Jewish 
Believers alike, and that the hyper-conservative Pharisees insisting 
on proselyte circumcision and Torah observance prior to salvation was 
utter nonsense. 
 

 
13 After they had stopped speaking, James answered, saying, 
“Brethren, listen to me. 14 Simeon has related how God first 
concerned Himself about taking from among the Gentiles a 
people for His name. 15 With this the words of the Prophets 
agree, just as it is written, 16 ‘AFTER THESE THINGS I will return, 
AND I WILL REBUILD THE TABERNACLE OF DAVID WHICH HAS FALLEN, 
AND I WILL REBUILD ITS RUINS, AND I WILL RESTORE IT, 17 SO THAT THE 
REST OF MANKIND MAY SEEK THE LORD, AND ALL THE GENTILES WHO 
ARE CALLED BY MY NAME,’ 18 SAYS THE LORD, WHO MAKES THESE 
THINGS KNOWN FROM LONG AGO’ [Amos 9:11-12, LXX]. 
 
15:13 When Barnabas and Paul had completed the report of their 

ministry activities among the nations, James the half-brother of the 
Lord gets up to speak. James serves as the leader of the Jerusalem 
congregation (cf. 12:17; 21:18), and the ruling that he will make (vs. 19-
21) would have severely disappointed those who demanded that the 
new, non-Jewish Believers become circumcised as proselytes. The 
devotion of James to the Torah and to prayer, including a slightly 
ascetic vegetarian lifestyle, is well known and is recorded by the 
Church historian Eusebius (Ecclesiastical History 2.23.4-5).84 Knowing 

 
84 “James, the brother of the Lord, who, as there were many of this name, was 

surnamed Just by all, from the days of our Lord until now, received the government 
of the church with the apostles. This apostle was consecrated from his mother’s 
womb. He drank neither wine nor fermented liquors, and abstained from animal 
food. A razor never came upon his head, he never anointed with oil, and never used a 
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this, the great irony is that while one could expect James to side with 
the hyper-conservative Pharisees who favored the non-Jewish 
Believers to immediately become strict and rigid Torah observant 
proselytes, James concurs with what Barnabas and Paul, and what 
Peter, have all said. 

Longenecker observes, “while rigorous and scrupulous in his 
personal practice of the faith, James was more broad-minded than 
many of his followers.”85 While James’ epistle reflects the thoughts of 
one who has a very high view of God’s Torah, its emphasis and the 
personal character of James that we see at the Jerusalem Council, are 
far more apt to emphasize the love and acts of kindness and mercy 
that the Torah requires of God’s people. James, only following the 
example of his half-brother, recognizes that love is what defines 
God’s people (James 2:8) far more than circumcision status.86 James 
proceeds to detail how something bigger is taking place with the 
nations’ salvation, than them just being a new group of potential 
proselytes to Judaism. 

15:14 What James says to the Council will affirm what Peter has 
already said. While they all rejoice over the salvation of the nations to 
be sure, Peter and James are two of the three pillars of the Jerusalem 
congregation (Galatians 2:9), and their words should count for 
something among those who would try to agitate the fledgling body 
of Messiah followers. James states, “Simeon has related how God first 
concerned Himself about taking from among the Gentiles a people for 
His name.” James validates what Peter has said, noting how God has 
“looked favorably” (NRSV) or “visited” (RSV) the nations. 

The verb episkeptomai, rendered as “concerned” in the NASU, is 
used previously in two very important locations within Luke-Acts. It 
appears in Zechariah’s prophecy at the circumcision and naming of 
John the Immerser: “Blessed be the Lord God of Israel, for He has 

 
bath. He alone was allowed to enter the sanctuary. He never wore woolen, but linen 
garments. He was in the habit of entering the temple alone and was often found upon 
his bended knees, and interceding for the forgiveness of the people; so that his knees 
became as hard as camel’s, in consequence of his habitual supplication and kneeling 
before God” (Ecclesiastical History 2.23.4-5; in Eusebius of Caesarea, Ecclesiastical 
History, trans. C.F. Cruse [Peabody, MA: Hendrickson, 1998], pp 59-60). 

85 Longenecker, in EXP, 9:446. 
86 For a further examination, consult the author’s commentary James for the 

Practical Messianic. 
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visited [episkeptomai] us and accomplished redemption for His 
people” (Luke 1:68). It is also used in Stephen’s defense, where he 
affirms how Moses was moved by God “to visit [episkeptomai] his 
brethren, the sons of Israel” (Acts 7:23), in preparation to deliver 
them from Egyptian bondage. God has acted no differently now, 
visiting the nations and intending to deliver them from sins by the 
power of His Son, just as He had delivered Israel in past salvation 
history. 

What James says goes a little further, though, than God just 
intending to deliver the nations, similar to how He has delivered His 
chosen people in generations past. Luke narrates how God’s intention 
is to bring forth a people ex ethnōn or “out of the nations.” Vs. 15-18 
following will summarize the window of expectations of what this is 
to involve, as appeals will be made to the Tanach Scriptures. Here in 
v. 14, what we cannot overlook is that it is God’s intention to bring 
forth “a people” or laos. The Greek term laos is quite loaded, because 
in the Septuagint it frequently translates the Hebrew am. “In the LXX 
laós occurs some 2,000 times, seldom in the plural, and with a 
specific reference to Israel as God’s people. In most instances the 
Hebrew original is ‘am” (TDNT).87 

The Greek term laos or “people” is frequently seen in the 
Septuagint as a reference to the people of Israel (i.e., Exodus 6:7; 
Deuteronomy 4:20, 14:2; 26:18-19; 32:9). Deuteronomy 14:2 from the 
LXX affirms, “For you are a people holy [laos hagios] to the Lord your 
God, and it is you the Lord your God has chosen to be an exceptional 
people to him out of all the nations on the face of the earth” (NETS). 
The thrust of Zechariah 2:11 is often thought to be behind what James 
is claiming of the nations’ salvation in v. 14: 

“Many nations will join themselves to the LORD in that day and 
will become My people [v’hayu li l’am]. Then I will dwell in your 
midst, and you will know that the LORD of hosts has sent Me to you.” 

In the Hebrew MT, this prophecy employs the term am, and in the 
Greek LXX it is translated by the term laos. Bruce summarizes how 
“[laos] is the word used in the LXX of Israel, the people of God, 
separated from the Gentiles. That the frontiers of the new people of 
God should be enlarged to embrace Gentiles was indeed a new 

 
87 H. Strathmann, “laós,” in TDNT, 499. 
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departure,”88 even though it was something anticipated in the 
Tanach. Stern, as a Messianic Jewish commentator, also notes, 
“Although at 10:2 and 10:42 [laos] refers to the Jewish people...here 
the implication is that Gentiles do not have to become Jews in order to 
be included in the laos, because God is now doing something new.”89 

Wall has a slightly different perspective of v. 14 using laos, 
commenting, “Here the term is used for Gentiles, not because they 
are included into a spiritual or ‘true’ Israel but because they share in 
equal measure the blessings of Israel’s salvation from a God who is 
impartial.”90 He is correct in that the nations partake of God’s 
salvation, as He has “visited” (RSV) Himself upon them the same as 
He has done for His chosen people in the past. Yet, the expectation of 
a prophecy like Zechariah 2:11 is the inclusion of many from the 
nations within His chosen people. By no means are the historical 
Jewish people to be replaced or displaced as being favored by Him (cf. 
Romans 11:28b-29), but Israel is expanded by the salvation and 
inclusion of the nations into the community of chosen (cf. Romans 
11:17-18). 

The ultimate trajectory of the Scriptures is God dwelling among 
people in the redeemed state, “and they shall be His peoples [autoi 
laoi]” (Revelation 21:3, YLT). The singular chosen people of God will 
be composed of multiple “peoples,” a testament to the desire for Him 
to save all and not just some. Yet, the viewpoint of the hyper-
conservative Pharisees addressed at the Jerusalem Council was that 
God’s Messiah was sent to only save some. The viewpoint of James 
was very much contrary to this. He affirmed how the non-Jewish 
Believers coming to faith in Israel’s Messiah were going to be 
incorporated into the am Yisrael, as anticipated by the Prophets (v. 
15). 

James affirmed Peter’s testimony before the Council about God 
concerning Himself with the nations, and integrating these new 
Believers into the community. Interestingly enough, Peter himself 
would later write to a large group of Jewish and non-Jewish Believers, 
and would apply many Tanach concepts of Israel equally to them. Not 
only would these concepts serve to inform who they were to be as 

 
88 Bruce, Acts, 309 fn#37. 
89 Stern, Jewish New Testament Commentary, 277. 
90 Wall, in NIB, 10:218. 
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transformed Believers, but also how they would all be living out the 
Divine mandate as originally given to Israel together: 

“[Y]ou are A CHOSEN RACE, A royal PRIESTHOOD, A HOLY NATION, A 
PEOPLE FOR God's OWN POSSESSION, so that you may proclaim the 
excellencies of Him who has called you out of darkness into His 
marvelous light; for you were NOT A PEOPLE, but now you are THE 
PEOPLE OF GOD; you had NOT RECEIVED MERCY, but now you have 
RECEIVED MERCY” (1 Peter 2:9-10; cf. Deuteronomy 7:6; 10:15; Exodus 
19:6; Isaiah 61:6; 43:21; Deuteronomy 4:20; 14:2; and Hosea 2:23).91 

We can safely assume that James, brother of Yeshua, would have 
agreed with this later assessment of Peter. It is not enough to just be a 
part of Israel or God’s chosen, as one must live forth the special 
missiological calling upon Israel. 

15:15 Whereas Barnabas and Paul, and also Peter, have largely 
relied on defending themselves with firsthand accounts of them 
seeing individuals from the nations come to faith in Israel’s Messiah, 
and be transformed by the power of the Spirit manifested by 
miracles—James defends this taking place on the basis of Tanach 
Scripture. He describes, “The words of the prophets are in agreement 
with this, as it is written...” (NIV). While vs. 16-18 following include a 
quotation from Amos 9:11-12, we cannot overlook how Luke’s record 
is hoi logoi tōn prophētōn, with both “words” and “Prophets” appearing 
in the plural. 

Amos 9:11-12 might be a specific word appealed to by James in vs. 
16-18, but is it appropriate that we limit James’ expectation of the 
inclusion of the nations within Israel solely on this prophecy? Not at 
all. According to Bock, “this passage reflects what the prophets teach 
in general.”92 Wall also points out, “More likely this a consensual 
prophecy in which the testimony of ‘all the prophets’ is implied even 
though a single prophetic witness is mentioned.”93 Amos 9:11-12 may 
be specifically referenced by James in the narrative, to support the 
view that the nations are being saved in accordance with prophecy, 
but there is surely a much larger array of expectations to be 
considered. The salvation of the nations at large is to be a definite 

 
91 Kurt Aland, et. al., The Greek New Testament, Fourth Revised Edition (Stuttgart: 

Deutche Bibelgesellschaft/United Bible Societies, 1998), pp 788-789. 
92 Bock, 503. 
93 Wall, in NIB, 10:218; also Bock, 492. 
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component of the end-time restoration of Israel, seen in a cursory 
examination of various Tanach passages. Longenecker summarizes, 

“Indeed, the prophets spoke of the salvation of the gentiles as an 
event of the last days (cf. Isa 2:2; 11:10; 25:8-9; Zech 8:23) through the 
witness of a restored Israel (cf. Isa 2:3; 60:2-3; Zech 8:23)...In the last 
days, all nations are to flow to the house of the Lord at Jerusalem (cf. 
Isa 2:2-3; 25:6-8; 56:7; 60:3-22; Zech 8:21-23), not depart from it.”94 

The narrative Luke provides in the Book of Acts, in vs. 16-18 
following, includes a quotation from Amos 9:11-12. We can safely 
speculate that other prophecies may have been discussed at the 
Jerusalem Council, or at least in side conversations among the 
Apostles. Peterson thinks, “Amos 9:11-12 is chosen because of the 
salvation-historical perspective it gives.”95 So, as important as Amos 
9:11-12 will be, it should only serve as a central prophecy, from which 
other prophecies regarding the salvation of the nations are to be 
addressed. Amos 9:11-12 should not be viewed as the only dynamic at 
work in regard to the salvation and inclusion of the nations. 

15:16-18 text Amos 9:11-12 is recognized to be the main Tanach 
prophecy appealed to by James the Just in Acts 15:16-18.96 But anyone 
who compares Amos 9:11-12 from the Hebrew MT, will notice a few 
differences with what is seen in Luke’s narrative. James’ quotation is 
actually from the Greek Septuagint rendering, which interjects a few 
theological opinions. 

A liberal theologian like Barrett finds it unlikely that a Jew from 
Jerusalem like James would use a text other than the Hebrew to make 
his point, and so he questions whether James’ speech is even 
authentic to the historical record.97 Yet, given the fact that it is not 
only Jewish Believers from Jerusalem and Judea who composed the 
Council, but also representatives from Antioch and the Diaspora—it 
would be highly inappropriate for us to assume that only Hebrew or 
Aramaic were being spoken at this conference. 

Greek was the First Century language of commerce. It was the 
language in which Peter would have announced the good news to the 
centurion Cornelius (ch. 10), and it was certainly the language which 

 
94 Longenecker, in EXP, 9:444. 
95 Peterson, 430. 
96 Aland, GNT, 466. 
97 Barrett, 728. 
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Paul and Barnabas used during their missionary activities in the 
Mediterranean (unless they really did know local dialects like 
Phrygian).98 The Jewish Believers they had just encountered in 
Phoenicia to be sure (v. 3), used Greek to some degree. And, the Greek 
Septuagint was used as the main Scripture by Diaspora Jews. 

Why do we see Amos 9:11-12 quoted from the Septuagint? Is Luke 
simply recording the events of the Jerusalem Council, twenty or so 
years after they originally took place, and using the Greek Tanach 
Scriptures that were convenient for him and many of the other 
Believers? Some think this is precisely what the author of Acts is 
doing. Or, is it more likely that the Jerusalem Council was a multi-
lingual theological conference, where one of the most important 
decisions—that concerning the inclusion of the nations—is delivered 
in the main language in which the Diaspora Jewish Believers and most 
especially what non-Jewish Believers spoke? Bock thinks, “If James 
were conciliatory, then his use of a Greek rendering would only 
solidify the point.”99 In order to emphasize all Believers being a part 
of the same Body of Messiah, we should surely see James the Just 
speaking forth some of his dialogue (vs. 13-21), if not most of it, in 
Greek, as a concession to make the non-Jewish Believers feel welcome. 
(And, James’ epistle itself does possess a very high level of Greek 
composition, where he similarly quotes from the LXX.)100 

Aside from the spoken languages present at the Jerusalem 
Council, what is most important to recognize are the differences 
between the Hebrew MT of Amos 9:11-12, and the Greek LXX used in 
Acts 15:16-18. What theological nuances are seen in the LXX, that are 
not as clearly seen in the MT? How does this affect what James was 
communicating to the Jerusalem Council? 

 
 

 
98 Cf. F.F. Bruce, “Phrygia,” in ABD, 5:365-368. 
99 Bock, 491. 
100 Do note that this is on the assumption that James is the authentic author of 

the letter that bears his name. In Douglas J. Moo’s estimation, 
“Without knowing the details of James’s education, the extent of his travels, the 

books that he read, or the people he conversed with...We could guess that a person 
recognized as the leader of the Jerusalem church...would have been capable of 
learning Greek quite well” (Pillar New Testament Commentary: The Letter of James 
[Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 2000], 15). 
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AMOS 9:11-12 (MT) AMOS 9:11-12 (LXX) 
 
“In that day I will raise up the 
fallen booth of David, and wall up 
its breaches; I will also raise up its 
ruins and rebuild it as in the days 
of old; That they may possess the 
remnant of Edom and all the 
nations who are called by My 
name,” declares the LORD who 
does this. 
 

 
On that day I will raise up the 
tent of Dauid that is fallen and 
rebuild its ruins and raise up 
its destruction, and rebuild it 
as in the days of old in order 
that those remaining of 
humans and all the nations 
upon whom my name has been 
called might seek out me, says 
the Lord who does these things 
(NETS). 
 

 
[11] b’yom ha’hu aqim et-sukkat 
David ha’nofelet v’gadar’ti et-
pir’tzei’hen v’harisotayv aqim 
u’benitiyha k’ymei olam [12] 
l’ma’an yirshu et-sh’eirit Edom 
v’kol-ha’goyim asher-niqra shemi 
alei’hem ne’um-ADONAI oseh zot 
 

 

 
[11] en tē hēmera ekeinē anastēsō 
tēn skēnēn Dauid tēn peptōkuian 
kai anoikodomēsō ta peptōkota 
autēs kai ta kateskammena autēs 
anastēsō kai anoikodomēsō autēn 
kathōs hai hēmerai tou aiōnos 
[12] hopōs ekzētēsōsin hoi 
kataloipoi tōn anthrōpōn kai 
panta ta ethnē eph’ hous 
epikeklētai to onoma mou ep’ 
autous legei Kurios ho Theos ho 
poiōn tauta 
 

 
It could be that the Septuagint rendering of Amos 9:11-12, which 

does interject a few differences from the Hebrew, could represent a 
no longer extant Hebrew textual witness. It is more likely, though, 
that the LXX translators interjected a theological opinion, which 
James himself agreed with and used in his deliberations at the 
Jerusalem Council. 

The main difference that one should be able to immediately 
notice between the MT of Amos 9:11-12, and what appears in both the 
LXX and James’ quotation, is the usage of “THE REST OF MANKIND” (v. 
17, NASU) instead of “the remnant of Edom.” Here, the MT reading of 
sh’eirit Edom is rendered by the LXX as hoi kataloipoi tōn anthrōpōn. 
This difference can be explained on the basis of how Edom is closely 
connected to adam, which is not only the name of the first person in 
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the Bible, but also means “mankind, people” (HALOT).101 The 
interpretation of “the remnant of man” simply passed into the LXX, 
which employed anthrōpos, itself meaning “the human race” 
(BDAG).102 

A second difference that appears between the MT and LXX is less 
easy to spot. The MT reads with “That they may possess the remnant 
of Edom” (Amos 9:12), whereas the LXX has the totally different “SO 
THAT THE REST OF MANKIND MAY SEEK THE LORD” (v. 17, NASU). Aside 
from the LXX’s theological value judgments, the MT of Amos 9:12 
uses the verb yarash, meaning “take possession of, inherit, 
dispossess” (BDB),103 speaking of the restored Tabernacle of David 
taking a hold of Edom. Contrary to this, the LXX uses ekzēteō, “to 
exert effort to find out or learn someth., seek out, search for” 
(BDAG),104 speaking of this remnant of humanity trying to find the 
Lord as a major result of the restored Tabernacle of David. 

In addition to any theological opinion interjected by the LXX’s 
Jewish translators, it might also be that the verb darash, “resort to, 
seek” (BDB),105 could have been the original reading. Witherington 
indicates, “[I]nstead of yārēsh (will possess) as in the MT, the LXX 
presupposes the reading dārāsh (will seek)...It is not impossible that 
the LXX here is offering a more accurate reading of the original 
Hebrew than the Masoretes offered.”106 

Suffice it to say, Luke cannot be accused of misquoting from 
Amos 9:11-12, as he only used the Septuagint. But, some of the unique 
renderings present in the Septuagint version were employed by 
James to make important points to the Jerusalem Council (discussed 
further). 

Also not to be overlooked is the possibility, concurrent with 
James’ reference to “the words of the Prophets” (v. 15), that some 
other prophetic words have been synthesized into the quotation from 
Amos 9:11-12 in Acts 15:16-18. Isaiah 45:21 is at least one prophecy that 

 
101 Ludwig Koehler and Walter Baumgartner, eds., The Hebrew & Aramaic Lexicon 

of the Old Testament, 2 vols. (Leiden, the Netherlands: Brill, 2001), 1:14. 
102 BDAG, 81. 
103 Francis Brown, S.R. Driver, and Charles A. Briggs, Hebrew and English Lexicon 

of the Old Testament (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1979), 440. 
104 BDAG, 302. 
105 BDB, 205. 
106 Witherington, Acts, 459. 
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is acknowledged as being quoted (as noted in the 27th edition of the 
Novum Testamentum Graece).107 

 
ACTS 15:16-18 VARIOUS 

PROPHECIES 

“After this I will return 
and rebuild David's fallen 
tent. Its ruins I will 
rebuild, and I will restore 
it, that the rest of 
humanity may seek the 
Lord, even all the 
Gentiles who bear my 
name, says the Lord, who 
does these things”— 
things known from long 
ago (TNIV). 

 
In that day I will raise up 
the tabernacle of David that 
is fallen, and will rebuild 
the ruins of it, and will set 
up the parts thereof that 
have been broken down, 
and will build it up as in the 
ancient days: that the 
remnant of men, and all the 
Gentiles upon whom my 
name is called, may 
earnestly seek me, saith the 
Lord who does all these 
things (Amos 9:11-12, LXE). 
 
 
And it shall come to pass, 
after I have cast them out, 
that I will return, and have 
mercy upon them, and will 
cause them to dwell every 
one in his inheritance, and 
every one is his land 
(Jeremiah 12:15, LXE). 
 
 
If they will declare, let them 
draw nigh, that they may 
know together, who has 
caused these things to be 
heard from the beginning: 
then was it told you. I am 
God, and there is not 

 
107 Erwin Nestle and Kurt Aland, eds., Novum Testamentum Graece, Nestle-Aland 

27th Edition (New York: American Bible Society, 1993), 366. 
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another beside me; a just 
God and a Saviour; there is 
none but me (Isaiah 45:21, 
LXE). 
 

 
The possibility of more prophetic words than Amos 9:11-12 being 

seen in vs. 16-18 should only serve to make us recognize that the 
expectations of the Prophets are being encapsulated here. James by 
no means thought that Amos 9:11-12 was the only prophecy that 
concerned the inclusion of the nations within the community of 
Israel. More than just Amos 9:11-12 being in the scroll of the Prophets 
is in view, and other prophecies to be considered can only drive us to 
further studies of the Scriptures (most of which go beyond the scope 
of our Acts 15/Jerusalem Council examination).108 

15:16-18 prophecy The text of Amos 9:11-12 itself, quoted by James 
to the Jerusalem Council, serves an important purpose for him to 
assert that the inclusion of the nations within the community was 
expected in past history. 

James first says, “AFTER THESE THINGS I will return, AND I WILL 
REBUILD THE TABERNACLE OF DAVID WHICH HAS FALLEN, AND I WILL 
REBUILD ITS RUINS, AND I WILL RESTORE IT” (v. 16). God promises that He 
will enact a restoration of the sukkat David. Determining what this 
“booth of David” (Amos 9:11) actually is, directly affects how we view 
what is intended by James’ quotation of Amos 9:11-12, and the wider 
cotext of Amos’ prophecy. 

Is the Tabernacle of David just another reference or synonym for 
Israel’s Kingdom, and how the Messiah will be the Ultimate Ruler in 
David’s line (Luke 1:32-33, 69; 2:10-11)? Or, should we consider this 
Tabernacle of David to be specifically connected to 1 Chronicles 25, 
and the kind of prophetic or charismatic worship that David helped 
inaugurate for Ancient Israel? Bock thinks that the quotation of this 
passage “addresses the rebuilt Davidic house and the new kingdom 
work Jesus started...”109 So, the Tabernacle of David can definitely be 
associated not only with the rule of David, but something special that 
King David did in Israel’s past history—a ministry now built up again 

 
108 For further consideration, consult the relevant sections of the author’s 

workbook A Survey of the Tanach for the Practical Messianic. 
109 Bock, 503. 
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by the Greater David, Yeshua the Messiah. The usage of “tabernacle” 
(Grk. skēnē), instead of a more general term like “kingdom” or “rule,” 
should also clue us in, to at least the possibility, of a spiritual 
intimacy with the Lord—as King David himself experienced (cf. 1 
Samuel 13:14)—now being fully brought to all by King Messiah 
rebuilding this Tabernacle. 

Somehow as a result of the reconstruction of this Tabernacle of 
David, James can recognize how “THE REST OF MANKIND MAY SEEK THE 
LORD, AND ALL THE GENTILES WHO ARE CALLED BY MY NAME” (v. 17), 
meaning that “all other peoples may seek the Lord” (NRSV). A 
Tabernacle of David brought forward with the Messiah ruling and 
reigning—a ministry which involves empowering His followers to 
take His gospel to the Earth (1:6-8) and filling His followers with the 
Holy Spirit (John 15:26)—is surely to affect more than just Jewish 
people who know that they are a part of Israel’s Kingdom anticipating 
their Messiah. It is to draw others toward wanting to seek or learn 
more about Israel’s King Messiah—something that has been testified 
at the Jerusalem Council to have been taking place via the reception 
of the gospel by the nations. And, James considers these people to 
now be a part of the am/laos, albeit an expanded people or enlarged 
community of Israel. 

Within the narrative of vs. 16-18, James is clear to end his 
quotation with the sure word that these are things said by “THE LORD, 
WHO MAKES THESE THINGS KNOWN FROM LONG AGO” (v. 18). So, if the 
Lord has declared the salvation of the nations “from eternity” 
(LITV)—with people from humanity’s masses now seeking the 
Messiah—surely it is inappropriate for the hyper-conservative 
Pharisees to force themselves in and agitate His prophetic plan by 
demanding that they become Jewish proselytes. James believed that 
God’s prophetic plan would need to take its proper shape over time, 
and that the new, non-Jewish Believers were not to be troubled (v. 
19). The plan was so big, after all—as foretold by the Lord via the 
Prophets (v. 15)—that no mortal would want to stand in His way and 
be rightfully accused of testing Him (v. 10). 

15:15-18 significance All who read James’ quotation of Amos 9:11-
12 should be agreed on how the restoration of the Tabernacle of David 
has an influence that affects the nations at large, and not just the 
Jewish people. The notable LXX rendering of “the rest of humanity” 
(v. 17, TNIV) suited James’ purposes far more than just “the remnant 
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of Edom” being affected by the Tabernacle of David. And, it should go 
without saying that it is a mistake to assume that the Tabernacle of 
David is a separate entity called “the Church,”110 as the restoration of 
Israel and the incorporation of those from the nations into an 
enlarged Israel, are what is in view. 

If the salvation of the nations is something that James saw 
support for from the Prophets (v. 15), then what might be some of the 
things seen in the wider cotext of Amos 9? Something that should be 
immediately recognized is that during the reign of King David, 
Ancient Israel had complete control over Edom (2 Samuel 8:14). So, 
regardless of whether one follows the MT or LXX reading, Amos 9:11-
12 does envision some kind of future, grand shoring up and 
expansion, of Israel’s dominion. But while it would be natural to first 
read the wider message of Amos 9:7-15 as pertaining to the physical 
restoration of Israel, James considers it as first pertaining to the 
spiritual restoration of Israel with King Messiah ruling. Only as a 
result of the Tabernacle of David being restored will the actual 
Kingdom of Israel then be fully restored (cf. 1:7-8). 

The oracle as originally delivered by the Prophet Amos first 
includes the sure word of judgment upon Israel. God has been faithful 
to deliver them from Egypt, the Philistines, and the Arameans (Amos 
9:7). The response to the faithlessness of His people toward Him is, 
“‘Behold, the eyes of the Lord GOD are on the sinful kingdom, and I 
will destroy it from the face of the earth; nevertheless, I will not 
totally destroy the house of Jacob,’ declares the LORD” (Amos 9:8). 
While this word was delivered sometime in the Eighth Century 
B.C.E., during the Divided Kingdom era,111 God’s reference to severely 
judge beit Ya’akov can be taken as applying to both the Northern and 
Southern Kingdoms. 

A challenge to be recognized is not that God’s judgment would 
befall the Northern and Southern Kingdoms, because the witness of 
the Prophets and Historical Books is that judgment surely did come to 
them both via Assyria and Babylon. The challenge is that up to this 
point in the Book of Amos, beit Ya’akov or the House of Jacob has 
primarily been a reference to the Northern Kingdom of Israel (Amos 

 
110 Against: Marshall, pp 252-253; Bock, 503. 
111 Consult the author’s entry for the Book of Amos in A Survey of the Tanach for 

the Practical Messianic. 
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3:13-14; 6:8; 7:2, 5; 8:7).112 When Amos decrees, “For behold, I am 
commanding, and I will shake the house of Israel among all nations as 
grain is shaken in a sieve, but not a kernel will fall to the ground” 
(Amos 9:9), the beit Yisrael referred to here is principally a reference 
to the Northern Kingdom. But in spite of this scattering, none would 
be lost to the One scattering them: God. The Keil & Delitzsch 
Commentary on the Old Testament expresses the view that the House of 
Israel to be scattered does involve both the Northern and Southern 
Kingdoms, but this text has the Northern Kingdom specifically in 
view: 

“The sinful kingdom is Israel; not merely the kingdom of the ten 
tribes however, but all Israel, the kingdom of the ten tribes along 
with Judah, the house of Jacob or Israel, which is identical with the 
sons of Israel, who had become like the Cushites, although Amos had 
chiefly the people and kingdom of the ten tribes in his mind.”113 

Douglas Stuart also recognizes that the scattering in view 
involves “A time of general political upheaval,” specified as “that of 
the Assyrian invasions of the 730s and 720s B.E.,”114 which primarily 
affected the Northern Kingdom. 

A sure death will come to those who mock Amos’ prophetic word 
on the day the sinners will be scattered (Amos 9:10), but the promise 
of restoration will come b’yom, “In that day...” (Amos 9:11) when the 
eschatological age begins to dawn. This is a day that has arrived for 
the Believers in Yeshua, as the essential reality of what Amos 
prophesied can be experienced via His reign in Heaven. Amos’ 
decreed how the Lord “will raise up the fallen booth of David, and 
wall up its breaches; I will also raise up its ruins and rebuild it as in 

 
112 Donald R. Sunukjian, “Amos,” in John F. Walvoord and Roy B. Zuck, eds., The 

Bible Knowledge Commentary: Old Testament (Wheaton, IL: Victor Books, 1985), 1450. 
113 E-Sword 8.0.8: Keil & Delitzsch Commentary on the Old Testament. MS 

Windows 9x. Franklin, TN: Equipping Ministries Foundation, 2008. 
114 Douglas Stuart, Word Biblical Commentary: Hosea-Jonah, Vol. 31 (Nashville: 

Thomas Nelson, 1987), 394. 
Further to be noted are the comments by S.M. Lehrman on Amos 9:9, on how 

“Either the Northern Kingdom is convicted, or the whole nation, Judah as well as 
Israel, may perhaps now be included” (“Amos: Introduction and Commentary,” in A. 
Cohen, ed., Soncino Books of the Bible: The Twelve Prophets [London: Soncino Press, 
1969], 122). 

The point to be made is that Amos 9:9 is principally directed to the Northern 
Kingdom of Israel/Ephraim, and secondarily to the Southern Kingdom of Judah. 
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the days of old” (Amos 9:11). Thomas E. McComiskey explains how 
“The continuation of the Davidic dynasty is envisioned in prophecy 
as continuing in the Messiah, who is often referred to in Davidic 
motifs (Isa 9:6-7; Jer 33:15, 17; Mic 5:2)...David’s dynasty would be 
perpetuated in David’s greater Son.”115 This is the perspective of 
James at the Jerusalem Council regarding the inclusion of the nations, 
as King Messiah is the One who has shored up David’s Tabernacle and 
its unique ministry (v. 16). 

David’s Tabernacle was to be restored by virtue of the fact that 
Yeshua the Messiah was resurrected from the dead and ascended into 
Heaven, unlike King David, and He reigns in Heaven at the right 
hand of His Father until the designated time of His return (2:29-36). 
The Apostle Peter had declared that “heaven must receive [Him] until 
the period of restoration of all things about which God spoke by the 
mouth of His holy prophets116 from ancient time” (3:21). Such a 
Messianic reign in Heaven has initiated the fulfillment of Amos’ word 
about the rest of humanity seeking the Lord (Amos 9:12, LXX), 
recognized by James as starting to take place in the First Century. 
When the gospel of the Kingdom has finally been declared to all the 
world, a message including Israel’s restoration and not just personal 
salvation, then the Messiah will return (Matthew 24:14).117 But in 
order for this to happen, those who are Messiah followers have to 
participate in the prophetic/charismatic ministry represented by the 
Tabernacle of David. Could the hyper-conservative Pharisees learn to 
transition themselves to be as though they were participants in the 1 
Chronicles 25 worship scene? 

Amos’ prophetic oracle does not end, though, as he also decrees 
how those occupying weaker positions in life will overtake those 
occupying stronger positions (Amos 9:13). Most notably, he expresses 
the Lord’s further promise, “Also I will restore the captivity of My 
people Israel, and they will rebuild the ruined cities and live in them; 
they will also plant vineyards and drink their wine, and make 
gardens and eat their fruit” (Amos 9:14). They will return to their 

 
115 Thomas McComiskey, “Amos,” in EXP, 7:329. 
Even Rabbinic sources looked to Amos 9:11-15 as referring to Israel being 

restored in the Messianic era (b.Sanhedrin 96b-97a). 
116 Grk. dia stomatos tōn hagiōn ap’ aiōnos autou prophētōn. 
117 For some worthwhile discussion, consult the author’s book When Will the 

Messiah Return? 
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home country in the Promised Land, from which God will never 
again exile them (Amos 9:15). 

We cannot disregard the vocabulary employed in Amos 9:14, in 
that ami Yisrael, or what the LXX renders as laou mou Israēl, composes 
the people who will be restored as a result of the Tabernacle of David 
being restored. Why is this important? It is important precisely 
because James’ word to the Jerusalem Council was that God would 
take for Himself out of the nations, ex ethnōn, “a people [laos] for His 
name” (v. 14). When Amos foresaw the Tabernacle of David being 
restored, this was not exclusively going to be a Kingdom of Israel 
involving the Jewish people finding the Messiah—but it would also 
involve a resolution to the issue of the exiled Northern Kingdom 
(Amos 9:9), and many from the nations themselves (Amos 9:12, LXX) 
being incorporated into this restored, expanded people of God. 

Anyone who reads other restoration of Israel prophecies like the 
two-stick oracle of Ezekiel 37:15-28, recognizes that the Kingdom of 
Israel ruled by King Messiah involves Judah, exiled Israel/Ephraim, 
and companions of the nations all brought together as a single people 
in Him. While leaders like James associate restoration of Israel 
prophecies, like what is seen in Amos ch. 9, with the salvation of the 
nations in the First Century Mediterranean—there are obviously 
specifics that have to be left entirely to the Lord to sort out in the 
eschaton, which can only become clearer as the Second Coming 
approaches. The bigger issue by far is that people were turning to 
Him in repentance of their sins (v. 19), and were being changed by 
the Holy Spirit (v. 8)! The nations were participants in the greater 
restoration of Israel. The restoration of Israel is supposed to bring 
God’s salvation to the whole world, after all!118 

Other notable prophecies to be considered, which James would 
surely have affirmed and which play directly into our interpretation 
of the Apostolic decree (vs. 19-21), include Micah 4:2119 and Isaiah 2:2-

 
118 Many of the issues surrounding this are planned to be addressed in the 

author’s forthcoming book, Israel in Future Prophecy: Is There a Larger Restoration of 
the Kingdom to Israel? 

119 “Many nations will come and say, ‘Come and let us go up to the mountain of 
the LORD and to the house of the God of Jacob, that He may teach us about His ways 
and that we may walk in His paths.’ For from Zion will go forth the law, Even the 
word of the LORD from Jerusalem.” 
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3.120 They both anticipate the nations streaming to Zion to be taught 
from God’s Torah, enacting universal shalom.121 While we can 
certainly view these prophecies as also pertaining to the gospel/word 
going forth from Zion and having Jewish origins, the Law cannot be 
left out of the picture. James Limburg comments, “In the future here 
envisioned, the word of the Lord will go forth from Mount Zion and it 
will be for all peoples and ‘strong nations.’ This Torah is not simply 
head knowledge, a body of dogma or doctrine. It is instruction, a 
word from the Lord which calls for a response resulting in a new way 
of living for those who hear it.”122 

Amos’ wider prophecy (9:7-15), with a few emendations in its 
Septuagint translation, anticipates the restoration of the Tabernacle 
of David, and from its ministry the grand restoration and expansion 
of Israel’s Kingdom will occur. With Yeshua seated as King in 
Heaven, the Tabernacle of David has been restored through the 
unique service of the Holy Spirit (v. 8), similar to the 
prophetic/charismatic worship seen in 1 Chronicles 25 established by 
David. This restoration is to naturally inaugurate a great salvation of 
Jewish people, a return of those scattered out in the nations (Amos 
9:9, 15), and also welcoming in people from the nations who seek the 
Lord because of what they witness (v. 17; Amos 9:12, LXX). When 
finally completed, we will see a restored Kingdom of Israel with 
Messiah Yeshua having returned to Earth as King. The New Covenant 

 
120 “Now it will come about that in the last days the mountain of the house of the 

LORD will be established as the chief of the mountains, and will be raised above the 
hills; and all the nations will stream to it. And many peoples will come and say, 
‘Come, let us go up to the mountain of the LORD, to the house of the God of Jacob; that 
He may teach us concerning His ways and that we may walk in His paths.’ For the 
law will go forth from Zion and the word of the LORD from Jerusalem.” 

121 Consult the author’s exegetical paper on these two passages, “The Torah Will 
Go Forth From Zion.” 

122 James Limburg, Interpretation, A Bible Commentary for Teaching and Preaching: 
Hosea-Micah (Atlanta: John Knox Press, 1988), 183. 

Limburg’s further thought is also quite important: 
“This dimension of the vision...comes to expression in Acts 1:8, which 

announces the program for the earliest Christian mission. The Book of Acts tells how 
that program is carried out, reporting the spread of the good news from Jerusalem ‘to 
the end of the earth.’ Thus for the Christian, the ‘latter days’ announced in the 
prophetic vision have already begun. The word of the Lord, the Torah, has been 
going out from Jerusalem, though the task of bringing it to all nations is not yet 
complete.” (Ibid.). 
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promise of Jeremiah 31:34 can then be corporately, and not just 
individually,123 manifested: 

“‘They will not teach again, each man his neighbor and each man 
his brother, saying, “Know the LORD,” for they will all know Me, from 
the least of them to the greatest of them,’ declares the LORD, ‘for I will 
forgive their iniquity, and their sin I will remember no more.’” 

We still await the corporate fulfillment of the wider New 
Covenant promises in our day (Jeremiah 31; Ezekiel 36),124 just as we 
do with the wider promises of Amos 9. The essential reality of these 
prophecies may be present with people seeking the Lord Yeshua 
today, and having their sins forgiven and washed clean by Him. Yet 
the physical promises of Israel’s grand restoration to the Promised 
Land still await. 

There are, as should be expected, some other interpretations of 
Amos 9:11-12 with which we should be aware. Rather than 
envisioning the restored Tabernacle of David bringing forth a single 
am/laos or people of God, a greatly enlarged Kingdom of Israel—with 
its center obviously Jerusalem and the Promised Land—it sees it 
more in terms of the Tabernacle of David ruling over a restored 
Jewish people and some associate peoples. The Tabernacle of David is 
not identified as a special prophetic/charismatic ministry restored by 
the Messiah, but instead a kind-of super-Messianic Judaism. Just as 
King David extended his dominion over the neighboring people of 
Edom (2 Samuel 8:14), so would this kind-of Messiah-focused 
Judaism extend some reign over “THE REST OF MANKIND” (v. 16, NASU). 
These people might be a part of a wider community ruled by Israel’s 
King, but they would be largely independent. This is an 
interpretation welcomed by many in today’s Messianic Judaism, who 
believe that Yeshua’s reign as King is over both the Jewish people and 
the Christian Church, two related but separate communities. This is 
also the view held by Longenecker, who describes, 

“God’s people will consist of two concentric groups. At their core 
will be restored Israel...gathered around them will be a group of 

 
123 Cf. Hebrews 8:7-13; 10:14-18. 
124 Consult the author’s exegetical paper, “What is the New Covenant?” 

(appearing in The New Testament Validates Torah). 
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Gentiles...who will share in the messianic blessings but will persist as 
Gentiles.”125 

Wall draws a different conclusion, “James implies that Jews 
should treat uncircumcised Gentiles who otherwise share the same 
sacred space as ‘resident aliens.’”126 The challenge, of course, is not in 
recognizing that resident aliens in the Pentateuch had 
responsibilities in terms of adherence to God’s Torah; the sojourner 
or ger was widely indistinguishable from the native Israelite in terms 
of overall adherence to the Torah, although with a number of notable 
exceptions. The challenge is that, to someone like the Apostle Paul, 
any rigid distintions which could be emphasized between sojourner 
or alien and native Israelite were largely for the past, pre-
resurrection era (Ephesians 2:19). 

What did James the Just really mean when he said that God would 
“show his concern for taking from among the Goyim a people to bear 
his name” (v. 14, CJB; cf. Zechariah 2:11)? This means that by 
receiving Messiah Yeshua, such persons from among the nations 
would be integrated within the am/laos of Israel via their faith in 
Him. They would also be participants in the restoration of Israel (cf. 
Amos 9:15), and a number of them might have the possibility of being 
given some sort of an inheritance in the future division of the 
Promised Land (Ezekiel 47:23) along with a native Israelite, 
subsequent to Yeshua’s return, of course. Such a people of Israel 
would functually be a people made up of peoples—with a recognizable 
Jewish part of it to be sure—but it is not two sub-peoples with one a 
little closer to God than another solely because of ethnicity (discussed 
further in “The Jerusalem Council and Today’s Messianic 
Movement”). It is a diverse tossed salad of a people, all working 
together within the ministry brought forth by a restored Tabernacle 
of David. This Tabernacle of David is intended to eventually reign 
over the entire world, in the Messianic Age—not in a Kingdom of God 
rigidly sub-divided between Israel and the nations, but in a Kingdom 
of God that is to be regarded as a greatly enlarged community of 
Israel. This enlarged Kingdom realm of Israel has the Twelve Tribes 
at its center, and extends its reign over those from the nations who 
know Israel’s King Messiah. 

 
125 Longenecker, in EXP, 9:446. 
126 Wall, in NIB, 10:220. 
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It would have been difficult for many Jews of the First Century to 
think of restoration of Israel prophecies taking place without the 
nations becoming ethnic Jews themselves. It would have been very 
difficult for many to welcome non-Jewish Believers as equal 
members of the community of Israel, retaining a significant degree of 
their own nationalities, and the work of the Holy Spirit (v. 8) via the 
ministry of David’s Tabernacle (v. 16) being what qualifies them for 
membership. Yet, this is precisely what James has said. The 
membership of the nations within the Kingdom was anticipated by 
the Prophets, and it is resultant of them seeking out the Lord. The 
restoration of the Tabernacle of David is the reign of the Messiah and 
the ministry of the Holy Spirit He promised to send. Peterson 
concurs, 

“Scripture has been fulfilled because the heavenly and universal 
reign of the crucified Messiah or Son of David has begun. The 
restoration of Israel follows from the reestablishment of David’s 
kingdom in Jesus’ resurrection (cf. Luk. 1:68-69).”127 

Furthermore, given the post-resurrection and post-ascension 
reality of the Tabernacle of David being restored from a different 
dimension, Heaven, we can more readily understand the tenor of 
Peter’s writing, “To those who reside as aliens...Beloved, I urge you as 
aliens and strangers to abstain from fleshly lusts which wage war 
against the soul” (1 Peter 1:1; 2:11). Far be it from the non-Jewish 
Believers being considered some kind of associate members of Israel 
in the post-resurrection era, similar to how the alien or stranger 
would likely have been treated in the pre-resurrection era—all 
Believers are aliens and strangers on Planet Earth! As Paul says in 
Philippians 3:20, “our citizenship is in heaven, from which also we 
eagerly wait for a Savior, the Lord Yeshua the Messiah.” This world 
still awaits the return of King Messiah, and attendant with it the 
completion of many of Israel’s restoration prophecies. 

We all have to stick together as we eagerly anticipate the return 
of the Lord, and the completion of all “the words of the Prophets” (v. 
15)—which involve far more than the small snapshot James delivered 
before the Jerusalem Council by referencing Amos 9:11-12. Certainly, 
more exciting studies await us as we consider what all of those 
prophetic words are, and eagerly await their fulfillment. 

 
127 Peterson, 431. 
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